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1. Peer Review 
2. Labor and Care 
3. Credit 
4. Community 



1. 

peer review 

peer-to-peer review 



“Biagioli’s argument leads us 
to understand peer review not 

simply as a system that 
produces disciplinarity in an 
intellectual sense, but as a 

mode of disciplining 
knowledge itself…” 

— Kathleen Fitzpatrick, Planned Obsolescence 
(2011)













2. 

labor 



“each rollout of online tools 
has offered ever more 

ingenious ways of extracting 
cheaper, discount work from 

users and participants” 
— Trebor Scholz, “Introduction: Why Does Digital 
Labor Matter Now?” in Digital Labor: The Internet 

as Playground and Factory (2013)



“Shifts of labor markets to the 
Internet are described [in this 
book] as an intensification of 

traditional economies of 
unpaid work” 

— Trebor Scholz, “Introduction: Why Does Digital 
Labor Matter Now?” in Digital Labor: The Internet 

as Playground and Factory (2013)



3. 

credit 



“A feminist ethic of care—like many a DH research 
agenda or platform for large-scale visualization and 

analysis—seeks instead to illuminate the relationships of 
small components, one to another, within great systems. 

Noddings identifies the roots of care in what she calls 
engrossment: that close attention and focus on the other 

which provokes a productive appreciation of the 
standpoint or position of the cared-for person or 

group. . .” 

— Bethany Nowviskie, “Capacity Through Care.” Forthcoming in 
Debates in the Digital Humanities 2019



Building Care into the Structure of Peer-to-Peer Review Processes

1. Provide review structures 

2. Create guidance documents or codes of conduct 

3. Make conscientious review assignments 

4. Offer reporting mechanism 







From “Peer Review Personas” by Nina Belojevic, Jentery Sayers, and the INKE and MVP Research Teams



4. 

community 
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